
  
 
 

 

ABOUT THE PROJECT: 
 
Great St Mary’s is the university church at the heart of Cambridge. Thanks to a Heritage Lottery grant, 
the church is launching a Heritage Education Centre which will feature interactive touch-screens, a 
video-screening space and exciting new activities for schools and community groups. The project will 
investigate the remarkable history of Great St Mary’s and the significant role it has played in the history 
of the University and City of Cambridge. 
 
We need volunteers keen to contribute to various aspects of the project. In these early stages, we are 
particularly looking for MPhil and PhD students in history and related disciplines to research a discrete, 
manageable topic and produce engaging content for the pilot phase of the touch screen displays. Later, 
we will be seeking volunteers to help devise and run educational workshops, art activities and tours. 
 
This project provides a platform for volunteers to translate their research and communication skills into 
tangible public output in the heritage education sector. Producing results to deadlines, you will also meet 
with fellow volunteers to refine your ideas and discuss the challenges of distilling archival research into 
concise and gripping onscreen content. 

 
If you are interested in volunteering, please read the further information below, 

choose three topics from the list and email Rosie Sharkey at 
heritage@gsm.cam.ac.uk for a volunteer application form. 

 
WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR? 
 
The ideal volunteer will have: 
 

• experience of historical and archival research 
• excellent written communication skills 
• the ability to meet deadlines 

 
WHAT IS THE TIMESCALE? 
 
The first stage of the project, which is detailed in this document and will focus on historical research, 
will run from August-December 2013. Intermediate meetings to discuss your research in progress will 
take place in November. By Sunday 8 December, we aim to have completed the research and draft 
pages for each of the topics listed below.  
 
If you are not available in Michaelmas term, but would still like to be involved, there will be scope to 
contribute to other aspects of the project. After December, volunteers will be involved in the 
development of historical and artistic activities and, from summer 2014, will be taking on public-facing 
roles, leading these activities with visitors. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR? 
 
Each volunteer will take the lead on researching and drafting one sub-section of the interactive display, 
preparing a range of material to engage with varied audiences and to inform future research: 
 

1. Annotated bibliography 
 
You should produce a complete bibliography of the published and primary sources which you 
have consulted. Please use the bibliographic style guide from the Cambridge Faculty of History 
website: http://ow.ly/nKoB1  
 
The brief annotations should include page references to sections relevant to your particular 
topic, and any general comments you feel would be useful to future researchers. 
 

2. Short, lively piece 
 
This forms the main page for each section and is the showcase for the most exciting aspects of 
your research which will catch the attention of the general public. Your topic will, to an extent, 
determine the style – it may work best as a short narrative, a timeline, or focus on particular 
images or artefacts. Depending on the breadth of your subheading, you may prefer to prepare 
more than one of these short pieces in order to cover all aspects of the topic. You will meet 
with other volunteers to refine your short piece(s) in November, producing a final draft by 8 
December. Your text will then be edited by the Heritage Education professionals at Cipher Arts, 
who are producing the interactive displays. You will be credited for your research on the 
interactive display and will need to sign a copyright waiver form so that we are able to use your 
text. 
 
Distilling your wide-ranging research into a short, punchy piece is a challenge – remember that 
much of the detail will need to be confined to the long-form piece (discussed below). Focus on 
the key facts, but avoid dullness at all costs by highlighting the most memorable, surprising, or 
visually arresting material that you’ve uncovered in your reading. 
 
General guidelines: 
 

• find an aspect of the topic that interests or surprises you and use that as the hook in the heading 
or first paragraph 

• assume that your readers know very little about British history, churches, or architecture  
• assume they don’t know Cambridge either (i.e. no prior knowledge of geography, history, 

archaeology, architecture of the city) - but don’t patronise them 
• break up your text with subheadings 
• wherever possible, structure your text around exciting images, anecdotes or quotations directly 

related to the history of GSM and Cambridge. Use these as windows into wider historical events 
such as the Reformation 
 
Style and word count: 
 

• 200-500 word guideline – potential to produce several short pieces if your chosen topic is broad 
• plain English suitable for the reading age of very bright 12 year old 



• the ideas can be complex, but the language shouldn’t be 
 

 
 

3. Long-form piece 
 
This text will form the basis for the ‘more information’ section on your topic. This page will be 
one level down from the main page, and many users of the interactive touch-screens will not 
read it! Those who do will generally be adults with a keen interest in history so you can pitch the 
level accordingly, making the language, concepts and level of detail more advanced than those on 
the main page.  
 
This piece does not require an essay structure or discussion of the historiography, unless your 
topic is particularly controversial and you feel that this approach would suit it best. The text 
should be structured with sub-headings. It does not require footnotes, but should conclude with 
a concise bibliography of published sources, in case visitors wish to find out more.  

 
It is usually easier to start by producing this longer text, and then draw out key themes for the 
shorter piece on the main page. 

 
4. Images 

 
The touch screens will be 32”. To make the most of this size and engage the public, each page 
must have at least one image, and preferably more.  
 
In the course of your research, please seek out exciting, relevant images. You should then 
provide us with digital copies in the highest resolution you can find, along with clear attribution 
information (including webpages, if applicable) and contact details for the copyright holder so 
that we can request permission to reproduce the images. 
 

5. Blog posts 
 

• Snippets - During the research and building phase of the Heritage Education project, 
we are maintaining a blog with regular updates and snippets from research: 
http://gsmheritage.wordpress.com/  

 
In the course of your reading, please get in touch if you come across a concise and 
engaging nugget, source or quotation which would be suited to the blog. 

 
• Personal blog post - We are looking for volunteers who would like to write a 

personal blog post charting their own volunteering in more detail, particularly if you are 
also interested in becoming involved with running educational activities and tours later in 
the project.  

 
This can be a good way to keep track of your experience and a potential CV boost – let 
us know if you’d like to take part. Some examples from a similar project in York can be 
viewed here - http://www.york.ac.uk/ipup/blogs/  

 
 
 



 HISTORICAL TOPICS AVAILABLE FOR RESEARCH: 
 

We will be allocating topics on a first-come, first-served basis, according to your preferences. 
These subheadings are not set in stone so, if you have a suggestion for another aspect of GSM’s 
heritage which you feel should be represented, or something exciting arises in the course of your 
research, please tell us! Some topics are more wide-ranging that others – let us know if you 
would like to split a topic, or to take on two of them. 
 
If you would like to take part in this volunteering opportunity, please select three of the sub-
sections below (bold black text), rank them in your order of preference and email Rosie at 
heritage@gsm.cam.ac.uk	   
 

 
1. CHANGING FACES OF CAMBRIDGE 

• The early town – Roman origins – strategic importance – Fenland - Saxon Cambridge 
– Danish sacking in 1010 – the Cam – Norman Conquest - Domesday 

• Medieval Cambridge – religious houses – Jewish Quarter - fairs – guilds and Corpus 
Christi - river trade – market - parish churches – shops outside GSM – street names - 
prison 

• Disease - King’s ditch – Slaughterhouse Lane - sanitation and plague – malaria – leper 
houses and hospitals – Bucer’s complaints – Fen Drainage – Hobson’s Conduit 

• The University Town – main phases of College foundation – development of college 
sites – King’s college clearances -  the Backs 

• C19th expansion – enclosure of common land – rapid expansion – Mill Road – 
railway – Fellows allowed to marry – 1849 great fire – sanitation and public baths – 
Garden of Eden 

• City of High Technology – science parks – knowledge economy – West Cambridge 
development - significance of Cambridge in intellectual and technological advances 

 
2. THE UNIVERSITY CHURCH 

• The medieval university – Oxford influx – colleges - curriculum – academic 
ceremony – regulations – town vs. gown 

• GSM as heart of the new university – preaching – three mile rule – 1361 riot and 
destruction of records – disputations – consistory court of the bishop of Ely 

• Reformation changes – suppression of religious houses – scandal of St Radegund’s – 
new colleges in C16th – Trinity as patron of GSM and St Michael’s 

• Celebration of religious and political events 
 
 

3. INSIDE GREAT ST MARY’S 
• The basics – intro to church layout – discussion of sacred space – key dates in building 

and rebuilding of the church 
• Pre-reformation Church – eight altars plus the high altar– reliquaries and statues – 

roodloft – glass – vestments – pre-reformation services – 1290 fire - beginning of the 
total rebuilding – late C15th rebuilding of nave and aisles 

• Post-Reformation Church – slow completion of the tower - whitewashed windows 
and wall paintings – roodloft and Marian altar removed – Decalogue boards – decline of 
organ music – Puritanism – William Dowsing – 1783 second, hidden roof 

• The migrating pulpit – brief account of shifts in the organisation of sacred space 
reflecting theological disputes – central pulpit – cockpit – university sermons - gallery for 



doctors of the university – completion of the belltower – contrast between GSM and 
high-church college chapels - Laudianism – elevation of the altar – font – altar rails 
installed and removed – civil war – legend of prayer book destroyed – altar screen 
defaced by Cromwellian troops – galleries – pulpit on rails 

• Memorials – highlights of the memorials – Martin Bucer – Thomas Lorkin – Jolly 
Landlord Michael Woolf – Ann Scot’s ‘womb as tomb’ – John Rudston who was stabbed - 
John Warren’s suicide(?) – William Butler – war memorials – burial of dissected corpses 
in GSM – night burials – shape of the churchyard 

• Glass – outline of medieval stained glass techniques – possible analogues to GSM’s 
earlier glass in other churches - destruction – key figures, stories and symbols in the 
C19th glass 
 

4. ROYAL PATRONAGE 
 

• John – grant of GSM’s revenue to Thomas de Chimelye in 1205 is the first recorded 
mention of the Church – John’s reign – war with France – Magna Carta – coming of the 
university 

• Edward III – Foundation of King’s Hall, granting GSM’s revenues to them - may have 
rebuilt the chancel – granted licence for foundation of the Guild of St Mary, which 
founded Corpus Christi College 

• Richard III – 1478 rebuilding contribution – commemoration of benefactors 
• Margaret Beaufort – early motherhood – ascent of Henry VII - relation with John 

Fisher – patronage of GSM – foundation of John’s and Christ’s – heraldic imagery on gates 
• Henry VII – patronage of King’s, Wastell worked on GSM too - provision of oaks for 

roof – obiit mass and hearse cloth now in Fitzwilliam 
• Henry VIII – Trinity links with GSM – brief Reformation account – William Butts, his 

physician was a prominent member of GSM 
• Elizabeth I – visited GSM in 1564 – disputation in GSM 
• James VI – visited GSM – disputation – edicts on attendance of students at GSM 

sermons – King James Bible 
• Charles I - visited GSM – disputation 
• Oliver Cromwell – legend of burning prayerbook in GSM – MP for Cambridge – 

King’s College Chapel housed soldiers 
• Prince Albert – Installed as Chancellor in GSM in 1847 – archival photo – contested 

election (the last contested election until 2011) 
 

5. MICHAELHOUSE 
• Medieval Michaelhouse – Hervey de Stanton – Michaelhouse College – college 

chapel – St Michael, the Virgin and St Gregory of Pity 
• Early Modern Michaelhouse - Fisher - Trinity – Chancel – misericords - income at 

time of dissolution – Glass – Wall paintings – Cromwellian iconoclasm 
• Remodelling and renewal - 1849 fire – 1870s remodelling – reredos imagery - 1908 

amalgamation with the parish of St Mary’s – 1960s conversion to church hall – 2000 
conversion – ministry, café and community centre 

 
6. THE TURBULENT REFORMATION 

• Reformation debate – basic introduction – Fisher – Great Bible - Cambridge 
reformers – Erasmus - Cranmer 



• Pendulum swings at GSM – changes in Church fabric and furnishings – sale of 
Marian statue furnishings and reliquary – rise and fall of the roodloft – whitewash - 
stained glass – Henry VII’s obiit mass 

• Martin Bucer – shifting royal and ecclesiastical attitudes – lavish funeral – disinterment 
and burning with Paul Fagius 
 
 

7. MUSIC AND BELLS 
• The organs – how do they work – pre-reformation organs and their sale - parish and 

university organs – town vs. gown 
• Bells – Cambridge society of youths – bells in churchyard – bell ringing in Protestant 

public culture – Westminster Chimes 
• Cambridge composers 
 

8. GREAT DEBATES 
• Seedbed of the Reformation - Erasmus – Cranmer, Latimer and Ridley - Calvin – 

Bucer – Thomas Cartwright… 
• University sermons  
• Debates for royal visits  
• Modern speakers  

 
 

9. PASTORAL CARE AND SOCIAL AWARENESS 
• Early modern welfare – Jackenett Almshouses – parish poorhouse – Edward Storey 
• Recent times – Mother Theresa – Emmaus – Bridget’s Hostel - current charity 

projects 
 

10. GREAT ST MARY’S TODAY 
• Ministry 
• Music 
• Charity Projects 

 
 
 
 

 
 


